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WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Poor wheel alignment results in reduced traction, rapid tyre wear, wandering or imprecise steering, steering 
wheel pull and poor fuel economy. Pedders is Australia’s undisputed leader in alignment technology, products 
and expertise, offering a special ‘Performance Wheel Alignment Service’ which optimises your car’s full 
handling capabilities.

If your vehicle is not handling, wearing out tyres quickly suffers from poor steering response then the wheel 
alignment should be checked.  Pedders have a large range of wheel alignment parts that can be fitted for 
the purpose of a more precise wheel alignment.

With a Pedders wheel alignment we set all adjustable alignment settings, not just toe - and where no 
provision for adjustment exists, we have the technology to provide adjustment for most cars. Pedders is able 
to adjust the alignment of your car to suit your driving style and the most common driving conditions - not 
merely the manufacturer’s specified angles.

IN CONCLUSION...
Great handling is the 
culmination of  all the 
elements of the steering 
and suspension system 
working together as one 
cohesive system.

ToWEr BArS
Because performance suspension components are typically firmer in action than original 

equipment, they exert greater forces upon the vehicle body, particularly at the front end. 

At extremes of handling and road conditions, they can cause body deflection (as can be 

the case with standard suspension) which in turn can cause unwanted changes in wheel 

alignment resulting in reduced handling and increased tyre wear. But by installing Pedders 

Tower Bars these hassles can be avoided.  A Tower Bar connects the two strut towers, 

giving the added rigidity needed to maintain dynamic alignment. With a Tower Bar in place, 

the strut towers no longer lean inwards during hard cornering that can result in wheel 

camber change. As in every Pedders product, only the finest quality materials have been 

used in the manufacture of Pedders Tower Bars.  Sports Ryder Tower Bars come with steel 

mounting plates and a polished aluminium brace with adjustable ends. Each bar is made 

under strict quality control and is designed to fit individual or specified applications.

 BUShES
As the components which secure sway bars, panhard rods, radius rods and various 

other suspension parts, suspension bushes play a crucial role in allowing flexibility of 

movement of the entire suspension, while maintaining correct mounting and alignment of 

individual parts. Worn and faulty bushes are one of the major causes of loose suspension 

control, vague steering and body and steering vibrations - all of which adversely affect 

handling. Pedders range of conventional rubber and urethane bushes cover all uses and 

applications. 

SWay BArS
Sway Bars can be a major tuning element in reducing excessive understeer or oversteer. 

The anti-roll bar reduces body roll to keep the suspension geometry, and ultimately the tyre, 

parallel with the road. Stiffer bars reduce body roll more, but too stiff a bar can deteriorate 

independent suspension performance, and ultimately cause an inside tyre to lift off the 

ground during hard cornering.
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